Protection from the cost of unexpected repairs.
Ultimate Protection

Whether you purchase or lease a vehicle, routine maintenance is required to keep your car or truck in the best shape. But, even with routine maintenance, a major mechanical breakdown can happen at any time. Protect your vehicle against the unexpected with The Mechanic Platinum Plus Vehicle Service Contract. It provides mechanical breakdown protection along with coverage for additional parts typically excluded from the manufacturer’s warranty.

Peace of Mind

The Mechanic Platinum Plus provides coverage for any covered breakdown of your vehicle, plus all these additional items in case they become worn:

**Brake Pads**
One replacement set of front and/or rear brake pads; break rotors may be replaced in conjunction with the replacement of brake pads

**Battery**
One battery replacement

**Headlamp Bulbs**
Unlimited replacement of headlamp bulbs

**Belts and Hoses**
Replacement of engine belts and hoses

**Windshield Wiper Blades**
One replacement set of windshield wiper blades and/or inserts

**Electrical**
Unlimited coverage of fuses, interior and exterior light bulbs

**Wheel Alignment**
One wheel alignment

Protect yourself and your vehicle. Buy The Mechanic Platinum Plus today.

Additional Benefits

**First Day Rental**
- No need to wait for covered repairs to be completed
- Rental coverage up to $35

**Rental Reimbursement**
- For overnight repairs, rental coverage is provided
- Up to $35 per day (5-day maximum)

**Emergency Roadside Assistance**¹
- No out-of-pocket expense up to a $100 maximum
- Available 24/7
- Includes towing, fluid delivery, flat tire, lockout and battery assistance

**Emergency Travel Expense Reimbursement**²
- For disablement 100 miles or more from home when your vehicle is held overnight by repair facility for covered repair
- Up to $200 per day (5-day maximum) for lodging, meals and transportation expense

¹Not available if purchased in KY.
²Not available if purchased in KY or NY.
Limitations of Coverage

The information in this brochure is intended to provide only an outline of the coverages, exclusions and limitations of your optional The Mechanic Platinum Plus Vehicle Service Contract. For exact coverages, exclusions and limitations, please review your The Mechanic Platinum Plus Vehicle Service Contract.